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To all whom it may concern:

“triple” plug and to a corresponding three
Be it known that 1, CHARLES E. SCRIBNER, part spring-jack. The plug consists of three
a citizen of the United States,‘ residing at Chi cylindrical contact-pieces arranged coaxially
cago, in the county of Cook and State of 111i to form the cylindrical stem or spindle of the
nois, have invented a certain new and useful plug. The spring-jack consists of a tubular 55
Improvement in Plugs and Spring-Jacks for thimble surrounding the front portion of the

IO

Telephone-Switchboards, (Case No. 412,) of opening for the plug, and two springs having
which the following is a full, clear, concise, their contact portions presented at different
and exact description, reference being had to ‘distances in the rear of the thimble, the dis
the accompanying drawings, forming a part position of the contact-pieces in the spring 60
_
.
jack being similar to that of the contact-sur
My invention concerns the construction of faces of the plug. In these cooperating ap
spring-jacks for telephone-switchboards, hav pliances the aim of the invention is attained
of this speci?cation.

. ing several contact portions, and connecting

I5 plugs designed for use with them, having cor

responding contact-pieces.

as follows:.The tip or front contact of the

‘plug is constructed of smaller diameter than
the succeeding contact-pieces, and in the

The purpose of the invention is to avoid spring-jack'the spring corresponding to that
contact between incongruous or dissimilar portion of the plug projects nearer the axis

portions of the spring-jack and plug in the of the plug than the others. An insulating
act of inserting the plug, which might result bushing is placed at the rear of the tip or 70
- injuriously in a momentary crossing together front contact of the plug, of larger diameter
of different circuits.
.
.
than‘the'succeeding second contact of the
The invention consists in so conforming the plug, and the tip of the plug is made of such
parts of the plug and spring-jack as to render length that the said second‘ contact cannot
25 connection between unlike line contact por touch the thimble of the jack while the plug 75
tions of the appliances impossible. It com is being inserted, and behind the second con
prises a number of different features, some tact is still another enlarged bushing of in
of which may be used independently, but sulating-material, the contact-surface being
which cooperate to attain‘ the desired result. short, and the front of the thimble is ?ared
As affording an instance of the utility of or opened vto such a curve- that it cannot
the invention, it may be explained that in touch the contact - surface thus protected.
120

the act of inserting a double or triple con

These three devices constitute the essential

tact-plug of the ordinary type into a spring features of the invention.
jack adapted to it the spherical tip ofthe . The accompanying drawings representprac
35 plug ?rst makes contact with the thimble or tical forms of this improved plug and spring 85
one spring of the jack and later. .With'the
spring with which it is designed to register.‘ ‘ Figure 1 is a portion of a strip of spring
jack.

'

‘

‘

‘

‘

>

Intermediate contact-pieces of ' the plug also

jacks.

may touch ?rst the thimble of the jack and
then the springs or other portions correspond
ing to them. When these di?erent contact
pieces are made the terminals of distinct cir
cuitsincluding sources of current and various

and‘Fig. 3 is a front elevation of the same.

Fig. 2 is an end elevation of the strip,

Fig. 4 is a sectional view of a single spring
jack, taken on the center line of the jack.
Fig. 5 is a side elevation of ‘the plug. >

Flgs. '

6, 7, 8, and 9 represent the plug in different

instruments, objectionably or dangerously positions in the spring-jack, such as may be
45 large currents may be created in the acci

assumed at different stages in the insertion 95
dental circuits thus momentarily formed. of the plug, illustrating functions of the dif
When signaling instruments such as sensitive ferent improvements. Fig. 10 is a diagram.
incandescent lamps are used in the circuits, of a typical circuit whose conditions necessi
the lamps may be destroyed by such currents. tate a plug and spring-jack having such rela
The invention is applied particularly to a tions as this invention provides.
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The spring-jack comprises, essentially, two curved section. The function of thepeculiar
springs a and b, which constitute the line-con

conformation ~of these parts may be traced in
tacts of the spring-jack, and a tubular thim connection with Figs. 6 to 9, inclusive. These 70
ble 0 before these springs, which may form a ?gures show the plug in different positions
terminal of a local circuit. These parts are in the spring-jack, such as may be assumed
mounted in a block d, of rubber or other in in the act of thrusting the plug into the spring

sulating material, the two springs being laid 'ack.
in a transverse groove in the block of rubber. J In Fig. 6 the plug is inserted into the spring 75
. and held in place by a nut extending through jack to a slight distance at an angle with the
IO the block.
The thimble c is placed in a per axis of the spring-jack. It willbe observed
foration of the block meeting this groove, the that the angle is determined by the distance
bore being continued into the groove to leave from the extremity of tip 6 to the collar f.
a space underneath the curved extremities of This collar lies adjacent to the curved portion 80
the springs. ' A number of spring-jacks may

of the thimble 0, but is prevented from touch

15 be mounted in the usual Way, side by side, on
a plate of insulating material. The mode of
mounting the parts is not involved in the
present invention.

ing thisthimble by the rings 1' and is of insu
lating material. It will be obvious that this
condition is attained by a suitable propor
tioning of the diameters of the insulating
rings and of the.collar f to the curvature of

The plug, Fig. 5, contains three contact
pieces 6, f, and g, corresponding to the three thimble c. Having determined the diameter
contact parts a, b, and c of the spring-jack. of the thimble o and the minimum length of
These are assembled in any suitable way to collar f, this collar must be made sufficiently
constitute a substantially cylindrical stem
provided with a handle h and with means
25 within the handle or body of the plug for at

taching ?exible conductors to the different

contact-pieces.

Since this invention concerns a relation be

small and the radius of curvature of the ?ared 90

opening sufficiently great so that the two
parts escape contact.

,

In Fig. 7 the plug is shown inserted so far
that the tip 6 lies underneath the contact-sur
face of line-spring b. This line-spring does 95

tween the contact parts of the spring-jack and not, however, make connection with the tip.
those of the plug, the construction of each of Obviously the collar f is still insulated from
these appliances must be described in connec
tion with that of the other. - The contact-tip
e of the plug is made of rather small diame

ter.

the thimble c.

.

A slight further insertion of the plug, as
shown in Fig. 8, forces the tip 6 under the
The contact ring or collar f is made of curved extremity of line-spring Cl, and thrusts

35 somewhat larger diameter, and the sleeve 9

I00

the insulating-ring 71 under spring 1), raising

of still larger diameter.

The last-mentioned the latter. In its still further movement the
contact should be of nearly the same diameter plug'reaches its normal position in the spring

as the internal dimensions of thimble 0, very

jack, as shown in Fig. 9.

Then the spring a

slight play being allowed to the plug when in rests upon the tip 6. The spring 1) lies against
the spring-jack. The extremity of spring a the collar f, ‘making contact with it, having
of the jack is bent so that it lies in the path closed upon the rear surface of insulating
of the tip 6 of the plug and will be raised ring 2'. The sleeve 9 makes connection with
slightly thereby when the plug is in the jack. the thimble c of the spring-jack. The acci I10
The end of spring I) is similarly bent, but does dental Withdrawal of the plug from the spring
45 not approach sufficiently near the axis of the jack is prevented by the friction between the
spring-jack to touch the contact 6 of the plug curved extremity of spring I? and the insu
as the latter is inserted. It is adjusted to bear lating-ring 2', these parts taking the place in
with pressure upon the collar f, however. Be this respect of the former spherical tip of the 115
tween the tip 6 and the collar f of the plug lies plug.
‘
‘a disk or ring 0) of insulating material, as hard
The diagram Fig. 10 illustrates in a sim
rubber. This disk is made of nearly the same pli?ed manner an arrangement of circuits
diameter as that of the sleeve 9, so that it may which sometimes occurs. The ‘spring-jack Z
pass through the thimble 0. Its edges are forms the terminal of a grounded-circuit tele I20
rounded .to permit of a slight rotational move phone-line provided with signal-lamps, while
55 ment while in the thimble. Between the col the plug m may be assumed to represent the
lar f and the sleeve g lies another bushing or terminal of another line or of a plug~circuit

ring 70, of insulating material, which is also of associated with a different line. The line
spring I) of the spring-jack is connected di I25

the same diameter as sleeve g and is slightly
rounded on its edge near the collar f. The
60 contact-collar f is made as short as is prac
ticable for obtaining a sufficient extent of sur

rectly with line-wire 1 to the station. From
this line-wire ‘a branch 2 is led through an
individual signal-lamp n to a battery 0. The
face for contact of spring 1) with it, allowing line-spring a of the spring-jack is grounded
for wear and inaccuracy in manufacturing. by a wire 3 to create a return-circuit for the
The-tip 6 should be comparatively long to af telephone-line, while the thimble c is also
ford means for directing the plug into the connected to earth for testing purposes. The
spring-jack. The presented extremity of the contact 6 of the plug may constitute one ter
thimble c is widely ?ared with a regularly minal of a grounded conductor 4 of the plug

596,625
circuit, the contact collar or ring f being the the ring is prevented from touching the con
terminal of the other conductor 5 of the same tact-thimble, as described. _
circuit. From the conductor 5 is led another
2. The combination with aspring-jack hav

branch 6 through a supervisory signal-lamp ing a tubular contact-thimble with a iiared
ori?ce and a contact-spring, of a plug having

p to the same battery 0.

It will be understood that in practice other a contact-ring for the spring sunk between 45
appliances would be associated with these two collars of insulating material, whereby
circuits to permit of their use in telephonic the said contact-ring is prevented from touch
transmission and to secure the practical op ing the contact-thimble, as described.
10

eration of the signals, or that a quite di?erent

system of circuits might be employed, if de
sired.

'

In inserting the plug m into the spring‘
jaok Z the accidental contact between tip e
and thirnblec can do no harm. Such contact

would in practice be made in the operation

of testing. If, however, the collar f should
touch, thimble o, a ground-circuit would be

formed through wire 6, including the lamp 1),
20

to the thimble and thence to earth, creating
a short circuit of battery 0 through the lamp. .

This might injure or destroy the signal-lamp. »
_ Similarly, if at a later stage in the act of in

sorting the plug the tip e should make con
.25 nection with line-spring b, a short circuit
would be formed from battery 0 through in
dividual lamp n and wires 2 and 4, which
‘would destroy the latter lamp. With the im

3. The combination with a connecting-plug
provided with a cylindrical tip, a contact 50'
ring, and a collar of insulating material in the
rear of said tip, larger than the said contact—
ring, of a spring-jack provided with a spring
adapted to enter behind the said insulating
collar to make contact with the ring and to 55
hold the plug in the spring-jack, as described.
4. The combination with a plug having a
cylindrical tip, a contact-ring in the rear of
said tip, and a collar of insulating material,
of larger diameter than the said contact-ring, 60
between the said ring and the tip, of a spring

jack provided with two contact-springs, one
adapted to rest on the said tip and the other
adapted to rest on the said ring, substantially
as described.

5. The combination in a connecting-plug,
of a cylindrical tip of small diameter, a-con
provements which constitute the subject of tact-collar'of larger diameter at the rear of
this application, however, no such contact is said tip, a contact-sleeve of still larger ‘di
possible.
ameter at the rear of said collar, and insu
I claim as new and desire to secure'by Let lating-collars separating the dilferent contact
ters Patent-

‘

portions, substantially as described.

1. The combination with a spring-jack hav
35 ing a tubular oontact-thimble and a contact

In witness whereof I hereunto subscribe
my name this 5th day of November, A.D. 1895.
spring, of a plug having a contact-ring for
CHARLES E. SORIBNER.
the said contact-spring and an insulating-ring
Witnesses: ,

of larger diameter than the said contact-ring
placed before the said contact-ring, whereby

ELLA EDLER,
MYRTA F. GREEN.
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